
This Request for Proposals (RFP) is for qualified practitioners and teachers in design, 
planning, community development, community organizing, philanthropy, social 
entrepreneurship, public health, economic development and related disciplines to 
propose workshops for Design Futures: Public Interest Design Student Leadership 
Forum. The forum is a five-day, interdisciplinary convening bringing together student 
leaders from across the country with practitioners and university-faculty to learn 
and discuss best practices in social equity and community impact. The University 
of Minnesota will host the 5th annual Forum from May 22nd through the 26th 
(previous conferences held at the University of Texas-Austin in 2013, Tulane in2014, 
University of Kansas in 2015, and University of Virginia in 2016), and supported 
by a consortium of leading member schools and funders from across the country.  
 
With four very successful Forums behind us, we are excited to expand our practitioner-
faculty network even farther and attract a broader base of the leading thinkers in this 
emergent field to share lessons learned, contribute to this professional network, and 
support the growth of our future leaders.

BACKGROUND

At the Design Futures Public Interest Design (PID) Student Leadership Forum, we 
frame the conversation broadly, but try to engender leadership and skill-building for 
future leaders hoping to use design as a tool for social equity and positive change 
in underserved communities. Our guiding principles include striving to build the 
next generation of leadership in the field; continuing to diversify the ecosystem of 
PID in terms of discipline, background, race, gender, and scale; elevating the rigor 
and critical capacity of PID curricula; and curating a national network of thought 
leadership drawn from contributing universities and practitioner-faculty committed 
to the advancement of the field. 

We do this through the five-day forum, as well as through the nurturing of our 
student and faculty (both practitioner and academic) networks, and our consortium 
of committed member schools. Our goal is to foster peer-based professional 
development through enrichment and critique and to counter the dispersed nature of 
this emergent movement by creating opportunities for collaboration and collective 
innovation.

For more detailed information about the event and its evolution, please look over our 
website and the annual yearbooks produced: http://dfstudentforum.org/yearbooks.
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WORKSHOP PROPOSALS

We are seeking workshop proposals that fall into one of two categories. Please clearly 
identify the category under which you are proposing your workshop. 
The first theme category described below is straightforward. The 
second is based on the general theme we will be exploring throughout 
this year’s forum. The theme based proposals are an opportunity for 
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CORE SKILLS BUILDING

At each Design Futures forum we have been greeted by rooms full of students 
eager to learn the skills they are not being taught in their mainstream education. 
They understand that they want to be effective and successful designers, planners, 
organizers and more and they know they do not have all the core skills that they 
need to achieve these goals. We want to provide workshops that share a skill or 
a group of skills that are tangible, real, implementable and ultimately critical to the 
success of community-engaged design and planning. Descriptions and feedback 
for previous workshops can be found in the forum’s yearbooks or under each past 
forum’s “workshops” page on the website. Please resist the urge to propose a 
workshop that covers all the skills in your professional toolbox, and instead really 
stretch your team to think through one critical skill that you have honed in your work 
and what interactive workshop activities you could host that would help budding 
practitioners understand how to employ that skill in their own work. All workshops 
in this category must be 3 hours in length.

THEME BASED – ALLYSHIP AND ACCOUNTABILITY

As practitioners of community-engaged design we are familiar and comfortable with 
a set of words that we routinely use to describe our work. Partnership, collaboration, 
outreach, engagement, are examples of such terms that we use to describe how 
we bring our training and expertise to projects and environments where we are 
working towards enhanced social justice and equity. A term that has more recently 
been used by a larger cross section of people is that of the ally, or as a verb – 
allyship. We are looking for workshops that dive deeper into what this term means 
beyond the easily found definitions, especially how it could apply to contexts in 
which a community-engaged designer might employ their skills to support the work 
of underserved communities, and that provide a framework and set of tools for 
students to better understand how this concept challenges them to look at their own 
biases and assumptions AND that enhances the impact of their own collaborative 
practice. Again, in this context, workshop proposals will be most successful when 
they articulate skills or lenses through which practitioners can animate these 
concepts and hold themselves accountable towards ethical and equitable ends.  All 
workshops in this category must be 1.5 hours in length.

people and organizations that do not typically work with the design and planning 
professions, but are interested in the impact of this work. We are very interested in 
receiving proposals from those working outside of our primary disciplines, so please 
see this as an opportunity to collaborate!
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WORKSHOPS MUST: 

Be interactive experiences for all student participants. While it is typically necessary 
to have a lecture style introduction to the workshop, it should be brief and prepare 
the students for some kind of ‘hands on’ interactive learning experience. 

Address the core mission of Design Futures, which is leadership development in 
the emergent PID field.  
 
Have clear learning objectives that are tied to developing specific skill sets. 

Be appropriate for a multi-disciplinary student group. While the majority of student 
participants are attending schools of design and/or planning, we also have students 
coming to this work host students from different fields such as urban ecology, 
engineering, public health, business, etcetera. 

Fit into either a 1.5 or 3 hour timeslot depending on the category.

Provide a “takeaway for practice” handout or resource (e.g. best practices list, 
community engagement workshop types list, “my path to PID,” etc.) 

As the Forum reaches its fifth year, we are specifically encouraging: 

Interdisciplinary partnerships: Applicants are strongly encouraged to co-conduct 
workshops with colleagues to demonstrate the interdisciplinary nature of the field. 
(Past interdisciplinary workshops have included partnership of grantor/grantee for 
“Mission Based Fundraising,” bringing in two different disciplinary perspectives, 
or two different perspectives on the same project (resident leader and designer/
facilitator). We encourage applicants to consider partnering with members of the 
community in which they work, colleagues, clients, civic leaders, etc. 

Interested presenters must provide the following for review by the Design Futures 
advisory board curriculum committee: 

Name  
Contact Info  
Partner Presenters (if applicable)  
Proposed Workshop Category 
Proposed Workshop Title  
Proposed Workshop Abstract  
Learning Objectives (at least three bullet points)  
Example(s) of Possible Exercises  
Example(s) of a “takeaway for practice” (aka skills or lenses through  
which work can be conducted or leadership platforms can be built) 
Relevant Past Experiences
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Successful workshops will each be awarded a $1500 honorarium that is expected 
to cover all travel and accommodation costs. If there is more than one presenter 
we will likely to be able to support part or all of the travel of an additional presenter 
and will work with successful workshop applicants to best allocate these funds. 
There will be a local hotel identified with special discounted rates for Design Futures 
faculty. We will also coordinate two evening ‘working dinners’ where the Design 
Futures faculty cohort can get together and discuss their work as a peer group and 
more generally explore the growth of public interest design and related fields.

Design Futures faculty are also expected to commit at least a day and a half of their 
time to participating in Forum events—most of our colleagues find attending other 
sessions to be quite beneficial to their own professional development, and they find 
engaging deeply with high quality students to be energizing and enriching as well.

In addition to the honorarium, accepted faculty will also receive access to the Design 
Futures Faculty Linked In group where they can further connect with social impact 
thought leaders and receive access to academic and professional resources. They 
will also receive an invitation to attend an annual faculty retreat where participants 
share challenges, opportunities, and models in teaching and practice.

Successful applicants will be notified by Friday February 24th, 2017. 


